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Abstract 

Already moderate alcohol consumption has detrimental long-term effects on brain 
function. However, how alcohol produces its potent addictive effects despite being a weak 
reinforcer is a poorly understood conundrum that likely hampers the development of 
successful interventions to limit heavy drinking. Using a model of chronic moderate alcohol 
drinking in rats, and clinical data in humans, we here demonstrate by in vivo magnetic 
resonance imaging widespread increased mean diffusivity (MD) in the brain grey matter, 
remarkably similar in both species. Importantly, these alterations appear as soon as one 
month after initiation of drinking in the rat model and persist into early abstinence in both 
species. Using real-time iontophoresis, we demonstrate in rats that increased diffusivity 
correlates with a robust decrease in the tortuosity of the extracellular space. Furthermore, we 
show by quantitative immunohistochemistry an alcohol-induced microglial reaction in rats 
which propagates into early abstinence. The changes in density and complexity of microglial 
cells may explain the reduction in diffusion barriers, decreased tortuosity and increased MD. 
Given that acute alcohol’s reinforcing effects are mediated by monoamine and peptide 
neurotransmitters partially acting on extra-synaptic receptors, we used the measured 
extracellular space geometries in control and alcohol exposed conditions to quantify the 
theoretical diffusion of dopamine in the tissue. We found that a 1-month period of alcohol 
consumption significantly enhanced the volume of extrasynaptic dopamine 
neurotransmission. We speculate that increased diffusivity of the extracellular space 
contributes to the mechanism of progressively enhanced addictive potency of alcohol.  

Significance statement 
Alcohol use disorder remains a major public health issue with largely unmet treatment 

needs and currently no diagnostic markers for early detection of alcohol related brain 
damage. 
We find early changes in brain parenchyma induced by chronic moderate alcohol 
consumption, including increased tissue diffusivity. The observed association of increased 
diffusivity with a microglial response suggest a role of neuroinflammation and a potential new 
mechanism on alcohol addiction. Diffusion imaging biomarkers are strong candidates to 
identify early stages in alcohol pathogenesis. 
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Introduction 

Alcoholic beverages are one of the most important commodities with nearly 2 billion 
consumers worldwide. On the other side, alcohol use accounts for a substantial proportion of 
global health burden. In industrialized countries, about 10 % of the disability adjusted life 
years (DALYs) lost is due to the consumption of alcohol (1). Recent studies show that even 
very moderate drinking below the new stricter alcohol guidance in the UK does not prevent 
from alcohol’s long-term adverse effects on brain function (2). Alcohol has a strong ability to 
induce neuroadaptations that promote its incentive salience, formation of strong consumption 
habits and addictive behaviors, often leading to the development of alcohol use disorders 
(AUDs). How alcohol produces its potent addictive effects despite being a weak reinforcer is 
a conundrum that is poorly understood and that likely hampers the development of 
successful interventions to limit heavy drinking. 

Diffusion tensor magnetic resonance imaging (DTI), by measuring the diffusion of water 
in the brain parenchyma, is capable to detect microstructural brain abnormalities following 
excessive alcohol consumption even before macrostructural (i.e., volumetric) changes 
appear (3). DTI was recently used to demonstrate convergent evidences of white matter 
alterations in humans with AUD and alcohol-exposed rats (4). While DTI is most commonly 
used to the study of white matter, it can be equally applied to the study of brain grey matter 
as well. Using an established rodent model of excessive alcohol intake, the Marchigian-
Sardinian alcohol-preferring (msP) rats (5), a recent study suggested that the mean diffusivity 
(MD) measured by DTI in the whole brain is the most relevant parameter to characterize 
alcohol-induced states (6). MD measures the average displacement of water molecules in 
the tissue and, at low diffusion weighting, particularly reflects extracellular water dynamics. 
Interestingly, alterations in MD have been associated with neuroinflammatory processes both 
theoretically (4) and experimentally, using histological markers (7). Notably, 
neuroinflammation has been proposed as a mechanism of alcohol-related brain damage 
(25). The fact that also grey matter MD might be altered by alcohol appears important for the 
pharmacodynamic effects of alcohol, since its rewarding effects, which vary strongly along 
the trajectory of AUD, are known to be mediated by glutamate, monoamine and peptide 
neurotransmitters (8-10). These neuromodulators act partially via extra-synaptically located 
receptors that are reached via long-range diffusion across the extracellular space (ECS), 
constituting a hormone-like signaling mechanism in the brain, also called volume 
transmission (11). An alteration in the ECS is therefore expected to impact the dynamics of 
these neurotransmitters. 

However, diffusion parameters from DTI, while sensitive to changes in the ECS 
geometry, do not possess the necessary specificity to measure specific characteristics like 
the tortuosity and the extracellular volume fraction (12), necessary to describe 
neurotransmitter diffusion in the ECS. Instead, such parameters can be measured from direct 
invasive methods such as real time iontophoresis (RTI) (13,14).  
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We hypothesize that sustained alcohol consumption causes alterations in the brain 
parenchyma in both humans and rats, and specifically in the extracellular space. In addition, 
the altered ECS geometry by alcohol might impact the dynamics of neurotransmitters, 
particularly of those depending on extrasynaptic volume transmission. To our knowledge, the 
possibility that chronic alcohol could increase the diffusion range of locally released 
neurotransmitters such as dopamine has not been considered so far. To this end, here we 
use a multilevel experimental strategy, including: 1) non-invasive DTI in msP rats before, 
during and after alcohol drinking, as well as in AUD patients and healthy controls; 2) invasive 
in vivo RTI in the cortex of chronically alcohol drinking and naive msP rats; 3) post-mortem 
assessment of extracellular matrix proteins and glial markers by quantitative 
immunohistochemistry; and 4) a numerical approach to solve the diffusion equation for 
dopamine in ECS geometry reflecting healthy and alcohol-exposed parenchyma.  

Our combined results indicate widespread increased diffusivity in the grey matter of 
both alcohol-drinking animals and AUD patients, which persists into early abstinence. In rats, 
this increase in grey matter MD is accompanied by reduced tortuosity of the ECS, and is 
associated with decreased expression of microglia markers. Applying the measured ECS 
geometry parameters of an established model of extracellular dopamine diffusivity (15), we 
demonstrate that chronic alcohol consumption increases dopamine availability over time. We 
propose that increased diffusivity in the ECS might be a new alcohol mechanism for 
addiction by potentiating monoaminergic and peptidergic far-reaching effects.  

Results 
Chronic ethanol consumption increases mean diffusivity (MD) in brain parenchyma in rats 
and humans 

We compared voxel-wise MD between rats before (TP-0) and after 4 weeks (TP-1) of 
alcohol drinking. In this period, alcohol consumption increased from 2-3 g/Kg/day in the first 5 
days to 5-6 g/kg/day from the10th day onward (individual daily EtOH consumption is reported 
in Supp. Fig. 1). These drinking levels lead to pharmacologically relevant blood alcohol levels 

as high as 1 g/l in msP rats (5). In these conditions, we observed widespread MD increase in 
the alcohol versus baseline time points (Fig. 1A). Analysis by regions of interest (ROIs) 
confirmed the MD change (Fig. 1B, Supp. Tables 1 and 2); in all ROIs, there is a significant 
increase in MD after 1 month of alcohol drinking (F(1,8)=58.1, p<0.001, mean effect size 
5.6%) that persist unchanged after 1 week of abstinence (F(1,8)=1.4, p=0.269). We 
controlled for the effect of aging during the 1-month drinking period by including a separate 
group of msP rats with no access to alcohol during the complete experiment. We found a 
significant Group × Time interaction effect (p<10-5) across all anatomical regions evaluated 
(Supp. Table 2). We observed a decrease in MD due to the age effect (3 ± 0.9 % reduction), 

consistent with the decreased water diffusivity in the brain with age (16), which clearly 
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contrasted against the alcohol-induced overall increase in MD (5 ±  0.3 % increase) in the 

same time interval (Fig. 1B). 
In humans, we found a pattern of changes similar to those found in rats. A widespread 

MD increase is observed in the alcohol condition compared to controls (Fig. 1C) in the voxel-
wise analysis. ROI-wise analysis confirmed that there is a significant overall increase in MD 
for AUD compared to controls (F(11,891)=8.7 p<0.001, mean effect size 8.4%), with no 
significant difference in the longitudinal evolution of MD during the abstinence period 
(F(1,46)=0.09,p=0.756).  While more AUD patients were smokers compared to controls, in 
light of the similarity between rat and human data, the difference in smoking is not likely to 
account for the observed MD differences. For detailed statistics and clinical descriptors see 
Supp. Table 3 and 4. 

 

Figure 1. Effects of alcohol consumption in mean diffusivity (MD) for rats and 
humans. A. Voxel-wise statistical analysis showing longitudinal MD differences between rats 
at baseline (TP-0) and after 4 weeks of alcohol drinking (TP-1). B. Mean MD values and SD 
in 6 grey matter ROIs at baseline (TP-0), after 4 weeks of alcohol (TP-1) and 1 week of 
abstinence (TP-2) in msP rats. Reported post-hoc statistic shows significant difference 
between TP-1 and TP-0, and between TP-2 and TP-1. C. Voxel-wise statistical analysis 
showing cross-sectional MD differences between controls (TP-C) and alcohol-dependent 
patients (TP-1). D. Mean MD values and SD for controls (TP-C), AUD patients at TP-1, and 
1-2 weeks later (TP-2). Reported statistics show cross-sectional differences between 
controls (TP-C) and AUD patients (TP-1), and longitudinal differences between AUD cohort 
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at TP-1 and TP-2. For all panels *p<0.05, **p<0.01, ***p<0.001. Cg: Cingulate cortex; Ins: 
insular cortex; S1: primary somatosensory cortex; Hc: hippocampus; Acb: nucleus 
accumbens; CPu: caudate-putamen; CC: corpus callosum; MD: mean diffusivity. 

Chronic ethanol consumption decreases tortuosity in the extracellular compartment 
While MD provides brain-wide measures of water diffusion rate in the tissue, the 

contribution of different compartments (i.e. intracellular vs. extracellular) to this measure 
cannot be disentangled. In order to test our hypothesis that alcohol may increase the 
diffusivity of released neurotransmitters in the ECS, we moved to RTI experiments. With this 
technique, the properties of the ECS can be precisely measured (13). More specifically, 
using two groups of animals, alcohol-drinking and naïve (n=12, Fig. 2A), and by measuring 
the diffusion in the cortex of a tracer compound (the tetramethylammonium cation - TMA+) 
injected into the ECS by a current pulse (Fig. 2B), the volume occupied by the ECS or the 
ECS volume fraction (α) and the geometrical factor tortuosity (λ) were calculated (Fig. 2C-E). 

Representative concentration time profiles in response to an iontophoretic pulse (TMA+ 
diffusion curves) are shown in Fig. 2D. Since no significant differences between cortical 
layers were found either for α (F(3, 38) = 1.06, p = 0.36; Interaction F(3, 38) = 0.34, p = 0.80) 

or λ  values (F(3, 38) = 0.8, p = 0.48; Interaction F(3, 38) = 0.2, p = 0.92), the data from 

different layers were pooled for the statistical analysis. We found that 1-month alcohol 
drinking induced significant changes in the ECS properties (Fig. 2E and F). A marginally 
significant decrease in cortical ECS volume fraction (control: 0.196±0.007, EtOH: 
0.176±0.004; F(1, 38) = 6.7, p < 0.05) and a strongly significant decrease in tortuosity 
(control: 1.503±0.015, EtOH: 1.403±0.015; F(1, 38 = 21.6, p < 0.0001) were found in the 
alcohol-drinking group. These results are consistent with an effect of alcohol on the ECS that 
increases MD by eliminating barriers for diffusion (Fig. 2C). Overall, the robust reductions in 
tortuosity together with the slight reduction in the ECS volume fraction support the hypothesis 
of an alcohol-induced increase in volume transmission efficiency. Released neurotransmitters 
will be diluted less and reach farther in the ECS (see below). 
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Figure 2. Alcohol alters the ECS geometry. A. Experimental design. B. Scheme 
illustrating the arrangement of electrodes in a typical experiment. C. Scheme of 
representative extracellular space diffusion parameters under different idealized conditions. 
Diffusion trajectory is represented by an arrow. Extracellular volume fraction and tortuosity in 
the free medium (upper left), adult healthy tissue (upper right), after a hypothetical insult, like 
for instance, alcohol exposure (bottom left) or during acute ischemia (bottom right). 
Compared to free diffusion, where by definition α = λ = 1, diffusion in the brain extracellular 

space is restricted to the extracellular space volume and hindered by diffusion barriers such 
as cellular processes or extracellular matrix molecules. In the insulted tissue, reduced 
branching of cell processes, decrease in cells number or decreased extracellular matrix 
content results in the facilitated diffusion (smaller λ), while acute cell swelling during ischemia 

is accompanied by a decrease in α and increase in λ due to the compensatory extracellular 

volume shrinkage and accumulation of the diffusion barriers. D. Representative diffusion 
curves and their parameters obtained in vivo in the cortical layer V of a control and an 
alcohol-exposed rat or in the diluted agar. E. Quantification of volume fraction (α) in control 

(white) and alcohol exposed (black) msP rats. A slightly significant effect of alcohol was found 
by 2-way ANOVA (F(1, 38) = 6.7, p < 0.05). No effects of cortical layer or interaction between 
alcohol treatment and cortical layer were found. F. Quantification of tortuosity (λ) in control 

(white) and alcohol exposed (black) msP rats. A robust significant effect of alcohol was found 
by 2-way ANOVA (F(1, 38) = 21.6, p < 0.0001). No effects of cortical layer or interaction were 
found. For all panels *p<0.05, ***p<0.001. 
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Down-regulation of microglial markers after chronic ethanol consumption 
We next looked for histological correlates of the changes in diffusion parameters of the 

ECS. Typical changes in brain parenchyma affecting the ECS volume fraction and tortuosity 
include cell loss or proliferation, glial cell reactions (microglia and astrocytes) and changes in 
the composition of the extracellular matrix (17). Accordingly, we immunostained and 
quantified the staining intensity of astrocytes (GFAP), microglia (Iba-1) and chondroitin 
sulphate proteoglycan (CSPG), counted the number of both glial cell types and further 
analyzed the morphology of astrocytes and microglial cells, in histological sections obtained 
from two groups of msP animals, before and after 1 month of alcohol drinking (Fig. 3A). 
Knowing that MD changes induced by alcohol drinking persist into abstinence, we included a 
third group of msP rats in which 1 week of abstinence was forced after the drinking period 
(Fig. 3A, right side scheme). We focalized the analysis in all ROIs used in the MRI analysis. 
From all the above mentioned histological markers, microglial cells showed the strongest 
alcohol-induced response (Fig. 3B). The CSPG staining intensity demonstrated no significant 
changes between experimental conditions (2-way ANOVA (F(2, 108) = 0.44, p=0.65; Supp. 
Fig. 2), as was the case for the number of astrocytes (2-way ANOVA (F(2, 150) = 2.3, p=0.1; 
Supp. Fig. 3). Only astroglial cell volume showed a slight but significant increase in the 
abstinence period (2-way ANOVA (F(2, 150) = 4.07, p=0.02; Abstinence > Control, p = 0.026; 
No interaction between group and ROI F(8,150)=0.92, p=0.5; Supp. Fig. 3). However, for 
Iba-1 staining, we found a strong alcohol-induced decrease in microglial cells number (Fig. 
3C; 2-way ANOVA (F(2, 80) = 52.1, p < 0.0001) and staining intensity after 1 month of 
alcohol drinking (Fig. 3D; 2-way ANOVA (F(2, 71) = 23.5, p < 0.0001). During the abstinence 
period the numbers of microglial cells partially recover (Fig. 3C), but not the staining intensity 
(Fig. 3D) or the morphological alterations that remained at the alcohol drinking level (Fig. 3E-
H). Morphological reconstruction of microglial cells in the different conditions showed a 
significant decrease (1-way ANOVA (F(2,9)=26.46, p=0.0002; 1-way ANOVA F(2, 5)=222.6, 
p<0.0001) in the filament volume per ROI in both Acb and Hc respectively, which does not 
reverse in the abstinence condition (Fig. 3 E-H). 

Overall, the quantitative histological result correlates with brain MD and ECS tortuosity 
changes in our model of moderate alcohol drinking. For ECS properties, a reduction in 
microglial cell number and ramifications in the tissue means a reduction of diffusion barriers, 
which is consistent with the found decrease in ECS tortuosity and overall increase in MD. 
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Figure 3. Microglial response to alcohol drinking and abstinence. A. Experimental 

design. B. Iba-1+ immunostaining in histological sections from representative animals in the 
three experimental groups. Images were taken from the hippocampal formation (dentate 
gyrus). C. Quantification of Iba-1+ cells number in control conditions (white), after 1-month 
drinking (black) and after an additional week of abstinence (grey). A robust significant effect 
of the experimental group was found by 2-way ANOVA (F(2, 80) = 52.1, p < 0.0001), and a 
significant interaction between factors (F(10, 80) = 2.0, p < 0.05). * denotes significant 
differences between Control and EtOH groups. No significant differences were found 
between Control and Abstinence groups. D. Same as C but for staining intensity. A robust 
significant effect of experimental group was found by 2-way ANOVA (F(2, 71) = 23.5, p < 
0.0001). No interaction was found (F(10, 71) = 0.65, p = 0.76). ). E. Morphological analysis of 
56 microglia cells in the Acb, showing a reduced filament volume per ROI in EtOH condition 
(1-way ANOVA F(2,9)=26.46, p=0.0002) with no recuperation in the abstinence condition. F. 
Example of reconstructed microglia cells in the three conditions in the Acb. G. Morphological 
analysis of 56 microglia cells in the Hc, showing a reduced filament volume per ROI in EtOH 
condition (1-way ANOVA F(2, 5)=222.6, p<0.0001), with no recuperation in the abstinence 
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condition. H. Example of reconstructed microglia cells in the three conditions in the Hc. For 
all panels *p<0.05, **p<0.01, ***p<0.001. Cg: Cingulate cortex; Ins: insular cortex; S1: 
primary somatosensory cortex; Hc: hippocampus; Acb: nucleus accumbens; CPu: caudate-
putamen. 

Solving diffusion equation for different ECS geometries 
We next solved numerically the diffusion equation for the two ECS geometries 

described in our experiments, one for the alcohol condition and one for the control, according 
to the formula reported by Nicholson (15). As expected, the found alterations in tortuosity and 
the ECS volume fraction had an impact on the spatial and temporal dynamics of the 
dopamine concentration (Fig. 4). We implemented two modes of dopamine release, tonic 
and phasic. For both dopamine release patterns, dopamine was on average more available 
in the ECS of alcohol exposed subjects compared to controls, especially at shorter and 
intermediate times. 

 

Figure 4. Dopamine concentration across space and time for alcohol and control 
condition. A. Tonic dopamine release pattern, normalized (flat). B. Difference between 
dopamine concentrations in EtOH and control conditions in the range 1-100 µm and 0-1 s. 

Yellow indicates EtOH > Control and dark blue Control > EtOH. C. Total concentration, 
integrated across all the space, for each time and for the two conditions. D. Total 
concentration integrated across all times, for each spatial position and for the two conditions. 
E. Phasic dopamine release pattern, normalized (burst of 4 ms width and frequency 20 Hz). 
F. Difference between dopamine concentrations in EtOH and control conditions in in the 
range 1-100 µm and 0-1 s. Yellow indicates EtOH > Control and dark blue Control > EtOH. 

G. Total concentration, integrated across all the space, for each time and for the two 
conditions. H. Total concentration, integrated across all times, for each spatial position and 
for the two conditions. 
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Discussion 
In this work, we use diffusion properties to characterize the brain’s grey matter 

microstructure in alcohol use disorder. Using non-invasive DTI in both alcohol drinking rats 
and human AUD patients, we report remarkably similar patterns of increased mean diffusivity 
by alcohol, which persist into early abstinence. We then investigated the mechanism 
underlying this translational MRI observation and found a significant decrease in the 
tortuosity of the ECS concomitant with a microglial reaction in the alcohol condition. 
Importantly, we studied how the altered ECS geometry affects the diffusion dynamics of 
released neurotransmitters, and propose it as part of the mechanism supporting the potent 
addictive effect of alcohol. 

The first key finding of this study is the strikingly similar pattern of increased MD in the 
brain parenchyma of human alcoholics and alcohol drinking rats. In a recent classification 
experiment using multimodal brain imaging to separate different stages in msP rats exposed 
to alcohol, we identified MD as an important feature contributing to the high performance of 
the machine learning classifier (6). The new finding, in human patients, reinforces the 
relevance of gray matter MD as an important microstructural property affected by AUD. A 
previous study investigating verbal episodic memory in human alcoholics, also reported an 
association between increased apparent diffusion coefficient (i.e., the diffusivity along one 
direction) in the frontal and temporal lobe of alcoholic patients, but not volume, with a 
decrease in memory performance (18). To our knowledge, MD changes in grey matter of 
alcoholics have not been studied so far. Importantly, convergent results in both species were 
found in our study, disregarding confounding factors in the human population, such as co-
abuse or comorbidities, absent in the controlled animal model. Moreover, the long-time 
trajectory of human AUD – typically more than ten years – may not be required for 
developing MD increase since one month of drinking in rats suffices to induce the 
phenomenon, suggesting its contribution to the early processes underlying alcohol-induced 
brain transformations. This finding complements recent observations in the white matter of 
alcohol patients and rats in which convergent DTI alterations where found in both species 
(4). 

While DTI provides easily accessible non-invasive indicators of tissue abnormalities, 
the interpretation of the observed findings in terms of the cellular substrate underlying the 
changes is challenging, because several biological processes may cause similar changes in 
diffusion properties, especially in grey matter (19-20). As such, MD reflects the average 
diffusion from all compartments present in the imaging voxel and does not allow precise 
differentiation between cellular and extracellular compartments. Thus, by using real-time 
iontophoresis we focused specifically on the geometry of the ECS. Our results, 
demonstrating a decrease in the tortuosity of the ECS in alcohol drinking rats, provided the 
physical substrate for the observed MD increase in both species. We went further to support 
the MRI and RTI findings with a histological analysis in rats and found a strong association 
between microglia and the increased tissue diffusivity. Alcohol drinking induced a reduction in 
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the number of microglial cells and their complexity, measured as the ramification pattern of 
their processes. In good agreement, several studies in post-mortem human alcoholics 
(21-23) and rats (24) found a reduction of glial density, although some studies reported 
increased expression of the microglia marker Iba1 in the brains of alcoholic individuals and 
rats (recently reviewed in 25). Interestingly, our findings are remarkably congruent to 
emerging data from positron emission tomography (PET) imaging in AUD patients (26-27). 
Notably, neuroinflammation has been proposed as a mechanism of alcohol-related brain 
damage (28), for example via epigenetic modulation of microglia-specific gene expression 
(29-30), and microglial cells to be critical regulators of alcohol responses in the brain (31). 

White matter DTI alterations in alcoholic patients progress in early abstinence (4). This 
unexpected finding was interpreted as an indication of an underlying process triggered by 
alcohol that progresses after drinking cessation. In contrast, gray matter shows no detectable 
progression of the DTI signal during early abstinence. This is corroborated by our 
immunohistochemical analysis in rats that demonstrated reduced Iba1 expression for at least 
one week after cessation of alcohol. The differential glia responses in grey and white matter 
emerge as important factors in the pathology of AUD, particularly in the early abstinence 
phase when patients are highly vulnerable to relapse and decisions about optimal treatment 
choices have to be made. Once the alcohol-related microglia response is understood and 
can be interfered with, DTI may provide easily accessible biomarkers for detection of early 
warning signs or guiding individualized therapies.   

Finally, our analytical calculations showing increased availability of dopamine in the 
ECS geometry measured in alcohol condition corroborate the hypothesis that facilitated 
diffusivity due to altered ECS will progressively increase the rewarding effects of alcohol by 
promoting dopaminergic and peptidergic signaling. Thus, slow onset but potent addictive 
effect of alcohol might be explained as a synergistic combination of a weak reinforcer with 
enhanced volume neurotransmission. We speculate that this might be a new alcohol 
mechanism leading to addiction.  

Additional mechanistic implications are also possible. Firstly, fluid transfer pathways 
that subserve clearance of waste products and metabolites through the glymphatic system 
could be affected (32). In fact, recently, a differential effect of alcohol in the brain clearance 
was found in chronically alcohol-injected mice, with low alcohol doses increasing and 
medium to high levels reducing the glymphatic system efficiency (33). However, these effects 
are largely dependent on astroglia, and the main effect observed here concerns the 
microglia, which importance for ECS shape is well established (33). Secondly, some 
microglia fraction is also important for structural plasticity, i.e. synapse pruning and formation, 
and ultimately learning (34). The reduction in the microglia pool and ramification pattern 
could thus promote the formation of stable or more rigid memories. These effects may 
interact with the here reported increased diffusion and enhanced volume neurotransmission, 
which together may result in a specific form of functional plasticity. Increased 
neurotransmitter availability over time of e.g. dopamine, glutamate or neuropeptides 
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combined with reduced synapse turnover may interact for turning alcohol’s weak rewarding 
properties into the powerful habit-forming effects that eventually lead to addiction in some 
people. To understand and ultimately reverse these changes may aid the development of 
more effective treatment interventions. 
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Materials and Methods 
Animal study 

All animal experiments were approved by the Animal Care and Use Committee of the 
Instituto de Neurociencias de Alicante, Alicante, Spain, and comply with the Spanish (law 
32/2007) and European regulations (EU directive 86/609, EU decree 2001-486, and EU 
recommendation 2007/526/EC).  

In total, 84 male alcohol-preferring Sardinian–Marchigian (msP) rats were used. The 
line was created by selective breeding for high voluntary alcohol consumption (6, 35). Rats 
were imported to the animal facilities in Alicante (MRI experiments n=36) and in Prague (RTI 
experiments n = 12) from the breeding facility at the School of Pharmacy, University of 
Camerino, Italy, at an age of 8 weeks. Animals for the immunohistochemistry study (n=36) 
were prepared and exposed to alcohol directly in Camerino. Rats were individually housed 
under controlled temperature (22±2°C) and relative humidity (55±10 percent) on a 12-hour 
light ⁄ dark cycle in transparent polycarbonate cages with bedding material. A wooden stick 
and nesting material were given as enrichment. All experiments were performed in 

accordance with Spanish (law 32/2007), Czech Republic (Animal Care Committee approval 

number 149/2010) and European regulations (EU directive 86/609, EU decree 2001-486). 
Rats were given 30 days of access to two drinking bottles, one containing water and the 
other 10 percent (v/v) EtOH in water. Control rats were kept in the same conditions, but were 
given access to water only. Fluid consumption and animal weight were registered every 2–3 
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days concomitant with replacement of the bottles’ content. After one month of two-bottle free-
choice drinking regime, the EtOH-containing bottle was removed. For some experiments rats 
were kept for another week without EtOH access. See Figure 1A-B, Figure 2A and Figure 3A 
for experimental designs. 

Human study 
The participants were 84 men enrolled in 2 different groups: 1) a cohort of 35 healthy 

controls; and 2) 48 treatment seeking AUD patients scanned at two time points (at 1 week 
after admission into the clinic and completion of detoxification treatment, and after 2-3 
weeks); The study was conducted at the Central Institute for Mental Health (CIMH) in 
Mannheim, Germany. The local ethics committee approved study procedures in accordance 
with the Declaration of Helsinki (36). Participants gave written consent and did not receive 
any stipend. Inclusion criteria and assessment are reported in the Supplement. Descriptive 
statistics of demographic data and clinical descriptors appear in Table 1. 

Table 1. Demographic and clinical data for healthy controls and patients  

Abbreviations: ADS = Alcohol Dependence Scale; FTND = Fagerstroem Test for 
Nicotine Dependence; SE = standard error. 

Patient group, Mean (SE)

 Control 
(n=35)

AUD cohort 
(n = 49)

Statistics P Value

Demographical variables   

Age, mean (SE), y 41.8 (1.6) 47.5 (1.4) t82 = 2.636 0.010

Educational attainment, No. of 
participants

No graduation 0 1

Χ23 = 9.054  0.029
Primary school 5 16

Secondary school 5 13

Attended college or higher 25 19

Substance use patterns     

Ethanol intake (mean of last 90d) 
g/d

6.2 (0.9) 203.6 (27.8) t82 = 5.980 < 0.001

ADS (total score) 2.1 (0.4) 15.4 (0.9) t82 = 11.055 < 0.001

Smoking

No. of participants responding 
yes/no

4:31 32:17 Χ21 = 24.200 < 0.001

FTND total score, mean (SE) 4.8 (1.9) 6.1 (2.1) t35 = 1.123 0.269
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MRI experiment 
Human scanning was performed with a 3 T whole-body tomograph (MAGNETOM Trio 

with TIM technology; Siemens, Erlangen, Germany). DTI data were acquired using an Echo 
Planar Imaging spin-echo diffusion sequence with the following parameters: repetition time 
(TR) = 14 ms, echo time (TE) = 84 ms, 41 gradient orientations uniformly distributed plus one 
non-diffusion weighted images, b-value = 1000 s/mm2, matrix size = 128 × 128 × 64, 
isotropic resolution of 2 mm3. 

MRI experiments on rats were performed on a 7 T scanner (Bruker, BioSpect 70/30, 
Ettlingen, Germany) using a receive-only phase array coil with integrated combiner and 
preamplifier in combination with an actively detuned transmit-only resonator. Diffusion Tensor 
Imaging (DTI) data was acquired using an EchoPlanar Imaging diffusion sequence, with 30 
uniform distributed gradient directions, b = 670 s/mm2, with four non-diffusion weighted 
images, repetition time (TR) = 4000 ms, and echo time (TE) = 23 ms. Fourteen horizontal 
slices were set up to field of view [FOV] = 32 × 32 mm2, matrix size = 128 × 128, in-plane 

resolution = 0.25 × 0.25 mm2 and slice thickness = 1 mm.  
MRI data sets were processed as follows. DTI data were corrected for motion and eddy 

current distortions, and local diffusion tensor were fitted using ExploreDTI (37). From the 
diffusion tensor components mean diffusivity maps (MD) were extracted. MD maps were 
non-linearly registered to high-resolution human and rat MD templates (37-38) using an 
advanced normalization approach (39). Voxelwise comparisons were carried out in order to 
identify alcohol and abstinence-induced differences. For the cross-sectional analysis, a 
general linear model (GLM) was used within a voxel-wise, permutation-based, non-
parametric statistical framework (40) to test for significant differences controlling for age and 
multiple comparisons across clusters using Threshold-Free Cluster Enhancement. For the 
longitudinal design, the statistic was applied on the difference between timepoints. All 
statistical analysis was performed on the grey matter masks only. For both rats and humans, 
a GM segmentation was available in the template, and only voxels with probability >90% to 
belong to grey matter were used. Voxels containing CSF (MD>2*10-3 mm2/s) were also 
excluded from the statistics to avoid contamination. 

Additionally, for direct comparison with histological and RTI experiments, regions of 
interest (ROI) wise analysis was also performed for the nucleus accumbens, caudate-
putamen, cingulate cortex, hippocampus, insular cortex and primary somatosensory cortex. 
To test for alcohol effect in AUD humans versus control, a one-way repeated measurement 
analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used with age as a covariate and group (AUD at TP-1 and 
healthy control) as between-subjects factor.  Similarly, longitudinal differences in MD between 
AUD at TP-1 and TP-2 were tested using repeated measurement ANOVA, with time as 
within-subject factor. Post-hoc tests were corrected for multiple comparisons using false 
discovery rate. 
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To test alcohol effect in msP rats, two-way repeated measurement ANOVA was 
conducted. Time (Baseline and one month of ethanol consumption) was defined as within-
subject factor and Group (Control and Alcohol exposed rats) as between-subjects factor. To 
test the effect of abstinence, one-way repeated measures ANOVA was conducted. 
Conditions were naïve, EtOH consumption and abstinence for each of the 6 ROIs. If the 
assumption of sphericity is violated, degrees of freedom of the F-distribution were 
Greenhouse-Geisser corrected. If required, post-hoc tests were adjusted by Tukey-Kramer 
corrections.  

In vivo diffusion experiment with RTI 
Animals were anesthetized with isoflurane (1.5% in a gas mixture of 35% O2/65% N2O) 

administered by a facemask, and their heads were fixed in a stereotaxic holder. Body 
temperature was maintained at 37 ˚C with a heating pad. The somatosensory cortex was 
partially exposed by a burr hole 1.5 mm caudal from bregma and 1.5 mm lateral from the 
midline, and the dura was carefully removed. The exposed brain tissue was bathed in warm 
(37˚C) artificial cerebrospinal fluid (aCSF) containing in mM: 117 NaCl, 3 KCl, 35 NaHCO3, 
1.25 Na2HPO4, 1.3 MgCl2, 1.5 CaCl2, 10 glucose, and 0.1 TMA+ (pH 7.4, 300 mOsmol/l).  

To determine the ECS diffusion parameters: ECS volume fraction α (α = ECS/total 
tissue volume), tortuosity λ ( λ2 = D/ADC, where D is the free diffusion coefficient and ADC is 
the apparent diffusion coefficient in the brain tissue) and non-specific uptake k', we used the 
real-time iontophoretic (RTI) method, developed by Nicholson and Phillips (13). Briefly, an 
extracellular marker such as the tetramethylammonium ion (TMA+, Mw = 74.1 Da) is 
administered into the extracellular space by an iontophoretic pulse and the local time-
dependent changes in concentration of TMA+ is measured with a TMA+-selective 
microelectrode (TMA+-ISM). TMA+-ISMs were prepared by a procedure described in detail 
previously (42). Double-barreled TMA+-ISMs consisted of an ion-sensitive and a reference 
barrel, where the tip of the ion-sensitive one was filled with a liquid ion exchanger for K+ 
(Corning 477317 or IE 190 from WPI- World Precision Instruments, RRID:SCR_008593) that 
is highly sensitive to TMA+ ions; the rest of the barrel was backfilled with 150 mM TMA+ 
chloride. The reference barrel contained 150 mM NaCl. The electrodes were calibrated using 
the fixed-interference method before each experiment in a series of solutions of 150 mM 
NaCl + 3 mM KCl with the addition of the following concentrations of TMA chloride (mM): 
0.25, 0.5, 1, 2, 4, 8 and 16 mM. 

An electrode array was made by gluing a TMA+-ISM to an iontophoretic micropipette 
with a tip separation of 100-150 µm. Typical iontophoresis parameters were 20 nA bias 
current (continuously applied to maintain a constant transport number) and a +180 nA 
current step with a 24 sec duration to generate the diffusion curve. TMA+ diffusion curves 
were first recorded in 0.3% agar (Sigma-Aldrich, Steinheim, Germany) dissolved in a solution 
of 150 mM NaCl, 3 mM KCl and 1 mM TMACl, in which diffusion is free and by definition α = 
1, λ = 1 and k` = 0. The diffusion curves obtained in agar were analyzed to yield the 
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electrode transport number (n) and the free TMA+ diffusion coefficient (D) by a non-linear 
curve fitting algorithm with a modified diffusion equation using the VOLTORO program (42). 
Knowing n and D, the values of α, λ and k´ can be obtained from the diffusion curves when 
the measurement is repeated in the tissue. 

Diffusion measurements were performed in the mediolateral axis in depth of 400-2000 
µm form the surface, in 200 µm intervals. Three diffusion curves were acquired in each depth 
and the yielded values of the ECS diffusion parameters were averaged to obtain a 
representative value for the specific depth. The values of α and λ for an individual cortical 
layer were then calculated from the data obtained in the appropriate depths: 400 and 600 µm 
– layer III; 800 µm – layer IV; 1000, 1200 and 1400 µm – layer V; 1600 and1800 µm – layer 
VI; 2000 µm – WM (43-44). Statistical comparisons were performed as above using two-way 
ANOVA with group (control, EtOH exposed) and cortical layer (III-VI) as factors. As no inter-
layer statistical differences were found either for α or λ values, the data obtained in the 
individual layers were pooled. 

Immunohistochemistry 
The brains were fixed (24 hours) in buffered 4% paraformaldehyde (pH 7.4), then 

stepwise saturated with sucrose (10%, 20%, 30%) for cryoprotection. After freezing, 40 µm 
serial coronal sections were cut on a freezing sliding microtome (HM 550, Microm Int. GmbH, 
Waldorf, Germany). The slices were first incubated in blocking solution, which contained 5% 
Chemiblocker (Millipore, MA) and 0.2% Triton in 0.01 M phosphate buffered-saline. This 
blocking solution was also used as the diluent for the antisera. The slices were then 
incubated with the primary antibodies at 4°C overnight. As primary antibodies, we used 
mouse anti-glial fibrillary acidic protein (GFAP) antibody conjugated with Cy3 (Sigma-Aldrich 
Cat# C9205), mouse anti-chondroitin sulfate antibody CS-56 (Abcam Cat# ab11570) and 
mouse anti-Iba1/AIF1 antibody (Merck Millipore Cat# MABN92). Along with the unconjugated 
antibodies, secondary anti-mouse IgM Cy3 (Merck Milipore Cat# AP128C; used for CS-56 
staining) or goat anti-mouse IgG antibodies conjugated with molecular probe Alexa Fluor 488 
(Molecular Probes Cat# A11029; used for Iba1 staining) were applied for 2 hours. Slices 
were mounted using Vectashield mounting medium (Vector Laboratories Cat# H-1000).  

The tissue sections were then examined using an LSM 5 DUO spectral confocal 
microscope equipped with 40x oil objective (Carl Zeiss AG, Germany). Evaluation of 
differences among the animal groups in GFAP- and Iba1-positive cell numbers, astrocyte 
morphology, expression of chondroitin sulphate proteoglycan (CSPG) and Iba1 expression 
was performed in the somatosensory cortex (lamina V), cingulum, hippocampus (dentate 
gyrus), insular cortex, caudate putamen and nucleus accumbens. To quantify the 
morphological differences, the slices were scanned using the fixed setup conditions and 
laser power. Median signal intensity in arbitrary units was evaluated by LSM 5 Image 
Browser (Carl Zeiss AG, Germany - LSM Image Examiner) in each section (in both Iba1 and 
CSPG stained slices). Analyzing of Iba1- and GFAP-positive cells was performed using a Fiji 
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image processing package (45), a modification of ImageJ software. Morphological 3D 
analysis and reconstruction of Iba1-positive cells was performed using IMARIS software 
(Bitplane). Statistical comparisons were performed using two-way ANOVA with group 
(control, EtOH exposed and abstinence) and ROIs (S1, Cg, Ins, Hc, CPu, Acb) as factors, 
and one-way ANOVA with group (control, EtOH exposed and abstinence) in the case of 
morphological analysis for Acb and Hc. 

Numerical solutions to the diffusion equation for dopamine 
The diffusion equation incorporating uptake, characterized by a maximum velocity Vm, 

and a Michaelis-Menten constant Km, was transformed to an integral equation and solved 
numerically for the dopamine concentration C according to the method reported by Nicholson 
(15) using the software Mathematica v10 (Wolfram, Champaign, IL). Two different substrates 
were generated, according to the ECS volume fraction α and tortuosity λ  measured by RTI: 

control and EtOH. Control substrate had α =0.20 and λ  =1.54, while EtOH substrate had α 

=0.19 and λ  =1.39 (see RTI results). The value for the free diffusion coefficient of dopamine 

was assumed to be Dfree=6.9 10-6 cm2/s, the duration of the dopamine release from the 
source was 1 s, the radius of the source was 2 µm, the source current was 100nA, Km was 

0.15 µ M and Vm was 0.2 µ M/s. To mimic the two dopamine fire modalities (tonic or phasic), 

we used two different current regimes: flat and burst. In the first one, the current was 
constant during the 1 s period; in the second regime, the current was on in bursts of 4 ms 
each, with a frequency of 20 Hz (46).  The equation was solved in the grid R=0-100 µ m and 

T=0-2s using the function NDsolveValue with the following parameters: MaxSteps 4000000, 
MaxStepFraction 1/20, StartingStepSize 1*10-11, AccuracyGoal 20, PrecisionGoal 10. 
Regarding the numerical approach, solving the differential equation describing dopamine 
diffusion and uptake in the ECS requires a finite difference method and is thus subject to 
round-off and truncation errors. To make these errors comparable for the two cases of 
interest (alcohol and control), the boundary conditions have been chosen according to each 
effective diffusion coefficient, defined as the dopamine diffusion coefficient divided by the 
squared tortuosity. 
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Supplementary Material 

 

Supplementary Figure 1: Individual EtOH preference, measured as the ratio of EtOH/water 
drinking amount, plotted for increasing exposure day over 4 weeks in one batch of 
representative animals. 

 
Supplementary Figure 2: CSPG response to alcohol drinking and abstinence. Cg: Cingulate 
cortex; Ins: insular cortex; S1: primary somatosensory cortex; Hc: hippocampus; Acb: 
nucleus accumbens; CPu: caudate-putamen; CC: corpus callosum 
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Supplementary Figure 3: Astroglial response to alcohol drinking and abstinence. Cg: 
Cingulate cortex; Ins: insular cortex; S1: primary somatosensory cortex; Hc: hippocampus; 
Acb: nucleus accumbens; CPu: caudate-putamen; CC: corpus callosum 
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Supplementary Table 1. Effects of alcohol consumption and abstinence in mean diffusivity 
(MD) in msP rats (n=9). 

1Significantly different from Baseline (TP-0); 2Significantly different from TP-1. *p<0.05, 
**p<0.01, ***p<0.001 corrected.  

Supplementary Table 2. Effects of alcohol consumption in mean diffusivity (MD) in msP rats 
(n=18 with EtOH access and n=18 controls). 

1Significantly different from Baseline *p<0.05, **p<0.01, ***p<0.001.  

Mean diffusivity (mm2/s × 103) 

ROI Time effect Baseline (TP-0) 1 month drinking (TP-1)1 1 week abstinence (TP-2)2

F(2,16) p Mean±SD Mean±SD Mean±SD

Cg1 16,911 0,000 0,900±0,012 0,957±0,024** 0,951±0,027

I 20,606 0,000 1,041±0,015 1,101±0,033** 1,102±0,015

S1 17,973 0,000 0,880±0,009 0,925±0,018*** 0,915±0,027

Hc 12,029 0,001 0,963±0,012 1,008±0,027** 0,999±0,021

Acb 7,780 0,004 1,100±0,027 1,163±0,024** 1,156±0,048

Cpu 45,224 0,000 0,872±0,012 0,934±0,021*** 0,922±0,018

Mean diffusivity (mm2/s × 103)

ROI
Interaction 

Group×Time
Group 
effect

Time 
effect

Baseline (TP-0) 1 month (TP-1)1

F(1,34) p F(1,34) p F(1,34) p Mean±SD Mean±SD

Cg1 20,9 0,000 0,0 0,858 9,7 0,004
Control 0,933±0,030 0,923±0,034

EtOH access 0,901±0,017 0,949±0,034***

I 34,8 0,000 0,0 0,981 1,2 0,277
Control 1,099±0,034 1,031±0,055***

EtOH access 1,040±0,021 1,085±0,047**

S1 64,2 0,000 3,7 0,064 0,3 0,596
Control 0,906±0,030 0,870±0,025***

EtOH access 0,879±0,013 0,920±0,025***

Hc 29,1 0,000 1,5 0,226 0,7 0,399
Control 0,988±0,030 0,959±0,030**

EtOH access 0,963±0,017 1,000±0,038***

Acb 46,3 0,000 7,2 0,011 0,6 0,442
Control 1,119±0,042 1,068±0,051***

EtOH access 1,088±0,038 1,150±0,034***

CPu 79,0 0,000 0,0 0,882 9,2 0,005
Control 0,911±0,034 0,884±0,038***

EtOH access 0,868±0,017 0,920±0,030***
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Supplementary Table 3. Effects of alcohol consumption and abstinence in mean diffusivity 
(MD) in humans. 

1Significantly different from Control *p<0.05, **p<0.01, ***p<0.001 corrected.  

Mean diffusivity (mm2/s × 103)

CONTROLS (TP-C) AUD (TP-1) 1 AUD 1-2 weeks 
abstinence (TP-2)

ROI F(1,81) P Mean±SD Mean±SD Mean±SD

Cg1 left 23,5 <0,001 0,758±0,005 0,831±0,010*** 0,841±0,010

right 9,0 0,004 0,731±0,005 0,810±0,010** 0,823±0,010

I left 29,5 <0,001 0,909±0,006 0,995±0,010*** 0,996±0,010

right 28,1 <0,001 0,839±0,005 0,704±0,011*** 0,688±0,009

Cpu left 10,8 0,001 0,738±0,004 0,772±0,006** 0,779±0,006

right 16,7 <0,001 0,651±0,005 0,676±0,007*** 0,679±0,006

Hc left 14,6 <0,001 1,047±0,010 1,191±0,016*** 1,157±0,013

right 23,4 <0,001 1,008±0,009 1,127±0,015*** 1,096±0,013

Acb left 13,2 <0,001 0,826±0,005 0,870±0,007*** 0,898±0,010

right 12,8 0,001 0,792±0,005 0,836±0,005** 0,859±0,010

S1 left 25,0 <0,001 0,528±0,005 0,596±0,009*** 0,583±0,008

right 15,2 <0,001 0,808±0,007 0,884±0,010*** 0,880±0,011
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